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Abstract-In this paper, near-orthogonal random space-time
block codes (STBCs) are used to design near-orthogonal channels
to transmit information independently in a fully opportunistic
multi-hop strip-shaped cooperative wireless network. This opportunistic large array (OLA) network is considered to have fixed
hop boundaries having constant node density and operating on
decode-and-forward (DF) relaying mode. To deal with random
number of DF nodes, in each hop, directional statistical concepts
are used for the randomization of underlying deterministic STBC
letting each node to transmit linear combination of symbols or
STBC columns. The transmissions are modeled stochastically
with Markov chain. Network performance is evaluated on the
basis of one-hop success probability and coverage for different
number of nodes per hop, and dimensions of STBCs.
Index Terms-Space-time block codes (STBCs), near orthogonality, cooperative network, opportunistic large array network
(OLA), diversity, success probability, coverage.

I. INTRODUCTION

Opportunistic large array (OLA) is a transm1ss1on phenomenon for achieving cooperative diversity, thereby improving reliability, link quality, coverage, and energy efficiency [l].
The OLA transmission mode of cooperative communications
(CC) is the one in which large groups of low power sensor
nodes relay the same message to a far off destination node.
This type of network employs decode-and-forward (DF) relaying mode, on the basis of which multi-hop communication
takes place from the source to the destination [2]. The relaying
nodes in each hop transmit the same message block towards
the nodes in the next hop without any inter-node coordination,
i.e., each node is considered to be completely autonomous.
Extensive research has been performed on the modeling
of cooperative multi-hop networks under different fading,
shadowing, and interfering environments [3]- [9]. Performance
analysis under imperfect timing synchronization at the transmitter and receiver side has been studied in [10] and [11].
However, in all such attempts message block was transmitted
by the DF nodes on independently fading orthogonal channels
after achieving transmit time synchronization. These orthogonal channels must be designed in order to achieve maximum
diversity and minimum interference.
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Orthogonal space-time block codes (OSTBCs) is a well
known diversity technique that helps in transmitting the information on orthogonal channels operating on same frequency
band. OSTBCs were firstly designed for the multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) systems for deterministic number of
transmit/receive antennas for achieving lower error probability
[12]. On the other hand, in OLA networks the number of DF
nodes in each hop is a random entity. For this purpose many
authors have proposed randomized STBCs for distributed
cooperative networks (CN). In [13], authors have assumed
the assignment of orthogonal STBC columns to the decoding
nodes by a central entity, which results in extra communication
overhead. However, this centralized assignment has been ruled
out by making the selection purely local at the node in [14],
where each node randomly selects an STBC column with the
help of canonical basis vectors given the uniform distribution
of these basis vectors. This equi-probable basis will result in
diversity loss and hence increased error probability. In [15],
randomized STBC designs have been proposed for CN by
the introduction of random vectors generated independently at
each DF relaying nodes. These random vectors that combine
to form a randomized matrix were resulted through different
stochastic and directional statistical techniques.
Out of all the proposed designs for random vectors the one
that out performed in average error probability analysis was the
vectors generated uniformly on the surface of unit hypersphere
[16]. The reason behind minimum error probability for this
randomization technique was that the random independent
vectors tends to be nearly orthogonal. Therefore, the product of
an orthogonal STBC matrix with a nearly or almost orthogonal
vector results in the nearly orthogonal matrix. Hence, this near
orthogonality results in minimum interference and thus low
average error probability.
All of the above mentioned randomized STBC techniques
considered the single source destination pair and the intermediate relay, i.e., a two hop network. Randomized OSTBC (ROSTBC) for multi-hop CN considering amplify-and-forward (AF)
relaying and fixed number of nodes in each hop has been
proposed in [17]. In [18], we proposed partially randomized
STBC for OLA networks where the DF nodes in each hop
were considered random. But all the nodes were tagged and
each DF node selects a distinct OSTBC column on the basis
of the tag assigned to it.
In this paper, we have used the randomized STBC proposed
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Fig. 1: Fixed boundary strip network layout with N = 3.

in [15] and have extended it to the multi-hop CN presented in
[4] hence, proposing a completely randomized near-orthogonal
STBC for OLA network. To the best of our knowledge, no one
has addressed to design and to analyze the use of randomized
STBC for OLA network.
The remaining paper is organized as follows. In section II of
this paper we present the multi-hop strip network description
along with the associated network parameters. Section III
provides insights of the directional statistical concepts for
generation of random independent nearly orthogonal vectors.
In section IV transmission strategy is presented along with
Markov chain modeling. Section V provides some useful
results and analysis. Finally, section VI concludes the paper
by providing some future recommendations.
II. NETWORK DESCRIPTION
Consider an extended strip-shaped cooperative multi-hop
network that grows in horizontal direction for a fixed number
of nodes, N, placed randomly as shown in Fig. 1. Each level
forms a bounded W xW square region of area A. In each set
of compact area AE JE. 2 , N nodes are uniformly distributed
using a binomial point process, ¢, such that </>(A) = N. These
compact set of areas or levels separated through fix boundaries
that occurs at regular intervals form a multi-hop strip CN.
In this type of network, the nodes that decode the message
received from previous (n - l)th level, relay it to the next
(n) th level nodes. The nodes that successfully decode the
message become a part of a DF set. For our case, DF nodes
are represented as filled circles in Fig. 1. These nodes decode
the message block after comparing the post-detection received
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), from the previous level, with a
predefined threshold, T.
Let a message block s = [ s 1 s 2
Sb] T needs to be
transmitted cooperatively to a far away destination node, where
[·]T denotes the transpose operation and bis the total number
of symbols that makes a message block. Each DF node maps
the symbol block to an OSTBC, g (s), so that the information
can be transmitted in an orthogonal manner towards the next
hop of nodes, i.e.,
s--+Q(s),
where Q(s)ECPxL is the underlying complex OSTBC matrix
having P rows and L columns. The rows represent the time
slots a block of symbols will take in transmission from one
hop to the next and L is the number of antennas (nodes in
our case) in the underlying OSTBC. A potential problem in
fully opportunistic CN is that the number of DF nodes in each
hop or level are random. Hence, in order to have orthogonal
transmission with the deterministic OSTBC for a fully ad-hoc
CN, a random independent column vector rk of L x 1 at each

kth DF node of a specific level is generated as in [15]. These
independent random vectors from each of the M DF nodes
combine to form a random matrix, R, of dimension LxM.
Each rk is being multiplied with underlying OSTBC matrix
thus transmitting a linear combination of the symbols in each
time slot P. On the other hand, xi=Q (s)R is the random code
transmitted from each node, thus

s--+Q(s)--+R
The received signal in P time slots at the kth node of
(n + 1 ) th hop can be written as

Yi~~l)
(k)

=

P x 1 ·

Pt9 (s)Rh(k)
(k)

+ z,

- [ (k)

(1)
(k)

(k)] T

where Y(n+ l)E C
, Le., Y(n+ l) - y 1
y2
Yp
is the received signal vector at the kth node of the (n+l)th
hop and Pt is the transmitted power, which is assumed
equal for all the nodes. The matrix g (s) E cP x L is the
complex randomized OSTBC whereas, the matrix R(s)=
[r1 r2
rM] is the randomization matrix. The
generation of each Lxl random vector, rk, is explained
brief! y in the next section. The vector h (k) E CM x 1 , i.e.,
h(k)

= [h(k)
1

h(k)
2

. . .

h(k)J T
M

is the channel vector and

the subscript of individual elements denotes the transmitting
node from the previous level. The vector, z, is the complex
Gaussian noise vector.
Each hjk) from the channel vector represents the fading
channel from the ih relay node of the (n) th hop to the kth
receiving node of the (n+ l)th hop. The channels between
ih transmitting node from the previous level to one of the
kth node of next level are stacked to form a vector and this
vector is represented in (1) as h(k). Each of these channel
gains between a node pair also takes into account the path
loss between them. Therefore, we define h1(k) as, h1(k) = 9jf,
djk

here Djk is the complex Gaussian random variable with
zero mean and unit variance, djk is the random variable for
Euclidean distance between the two nodes in our case, and
(3 is the path loss exponent that can be in range of 2-4.
The channel is assumed static during the transmission of one
block. Therefore, hJk) remains constant for the transition of a
message block.
As described in [15], there are two interpretations of this
randomization technique. We have used the one in which
Rh(k), is considered as a whole, instead of, Q(s)R, in order
to simplify decoding procedure at the receiver. This case can
be viewed as the deterministic OSTBC, Q(s), transmitted over
a random effective channel h(k). In order to perform coherent
decoding, the receiver estimates effective channel coefficients
h(k) instead of estimating h(k) and R separately. For that,
training sequence at the transmitting nodes has to undergo
same randomization procedure.
Ill. NEAR- ORTHOGONAL RANDOM MATRIX

To have orthogonal transmission through the DF nodes,
a random vector needs to be generated at each of these
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nodes. The generation of full-orthogonal random vector at each
node without the exchange data is impossible. This implies
that the nodes should cooperate in some manner so that the
orthogonality of relaying information can be preserved. But for
our case it is assumed that the network is fully opportunistic
and the nodes cannot exchange any information. Therefore,
we come up with a design of near-orthogonal STBC for
cooperative multi-hop opportunistic networks. For this purpose
near-orthogonal random vectors need to be generated at the
DF nodes so that the information can be retrieved at the kth
receiving node with a higher success probability.
Many designs have been proposed to generate nearorthogonal independent random vectors. The one that gives
the best results and has been used in different applications
is a random rotation of random unit vector on the surface
of unit complex hyper sphere, s L- 1 , or unit real hyper
sphere, s 2 L - 1 . This random rotation can be accomplished
by multiplying a random vector with special unitary (SU)
matrices in a series in order to increase the probability of
generating, M, E-orthogonal vectors at the DF nodes such
that E E [7r/ 2-( , 7r/ 2 + (] , where 1(1 < 1 . An empirical
study is performed recently in the real domain [19], on the
asymptotic behaviors of pair-wise angles among n randomly
and uniformly distributed vectors in JRL as the number of
points n ---+ oo while the dimension L is fixed or growing with
n . In particular, if L is fixed then the empirical distribution of
the angles converges weakly to the distribution with density
1 r (~)
. L- 2
H(B) = y'7fr (¥) .(smB)
,

BE [0, 7r]

(2)

which is the probability density function of angles Bo:v, a =J v.
On the other hand in the asymptotic limit as L ---+ oo, the
quantity (sin B) L- 2 converges to zero as long as B =f. 7r / 2,
because Isin Bl :::; 1 and L > 2, which clearly indicates that all
angles concentrate at 7r / 2, upon the limit. This proves the nearorthogonality of these random vectors when L and n grows,
i.e., the concentration of angles is around 7r / 2 for large L. The
generalized form of random vector after_application of_SU (
group matrices is, rk = [eJ 11 k[o] eJlik[ l ] . . . eJ lik[Ll] ,
where Bk [m]~U (0 , 27r), i.e., uniform distribution in interval
( 0, 27r). In directional statistics, the same concept is addressed
as generating random points uniformly on the surface of unit
complex/real hyper sphere [16].
Let us assume that llrkll is the point generated from the
origin as a result of uniform distribution on the surface of unit
complex hyper sphere s 2 L- l where, each r k is L x 1 vector
whose elements are independent zero-mean and unit-variance
independent complex Guassian. For uniform distribution of
point on the hyper sphere each rk is normalized, i.e., llrkll =L
Each L-variate random vector llrkll follows the L-variate Von
Mises-Fisher distribution [16]

f)

(3)

where llµll = 1, K > 1, and d 2: 2. The normalization
constant cd is given in terms of the Bessel function of the first

kind and order r. Maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) are
examined in order to verify that these near-orthogonal random
vectors generated uniformly on the surface of unit hyper sphere
follows L-variate Von Mises-Fisher distribution for K=O.
For L :::; M, the near-orthogonal matrix R follows the
Von Mises-Fisher matrix distribution or the matrix Langevin
distribution and its probability density function (PDF) is given
in [20].
IV. TRANSMISSION MODELING
As stated earlier in section II, that random near-orthogonal
matrix n is combined with channel vector b (k) to form an
effective channel vector h (k) _ According to [15] performance
degradation results in symbol error which increases the symbol
error probability, Pe. As long as the underlying OSTBC matrix
g has full rank, i.e., rank(Q)=L, it will have no effect on
the outage probability. Error matrix can be replaced with the
outage which occurs as a result of deep fade event [15].
Let {II Rh (k ) 11 2 :::; T} be the deep fade event that results in
the outage. Now the probability of not being a deep fade event
or the probability of correctly decoding a message block is the
success probability P~/2cess at the kth node of ( n + 1 ) th level
which, can be written as

p s(: Jcess (SN R) = Pr {

l nh

(k ) 11

2

2:

T} ,

(4)

where T = (SN R) - 1 is a predefined decoding threshold or
the required SNR margin. n in the above expression (4) can
equivalently be expressed as R,R,H for eigenvalue decomposition as UHSU, where U is random matrix and [·]H denotes
the Hermitian operator on a matrix. S=diag( 0"1 2 , 0" 2 2 , · · ., O"ry 2 )
are the ordered eigenvalues in descending order of RR H
Wishart matrix and ry~min { M , L} denotes the minimum of
Mand L.
As the nonzero singular values of a complex matrix n are
the square roots of nonzero eigenvalues of nnH, i.e.,
(5)

therefore, (4) can now be written as

Since the distribution for the singular values of matrix Von
Mises-Fisher distribution does not exist, therefore, the closed
form expression for a success probability at a single receiving
node is prohibited.

A. Markov Chain Modeling of Random Strip OIA Network
The transmissions that propagate from one level to the next
follows a Markov chain model as the state of the system
at (n) t h instant depends upon the previous state. A binary
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random variable, llj ( n), represents the state of the jth node of
the (n) th level as
node j does not decode
node j decodes

(7)

For deterministic node geometry, an N-tuple of this binarf
random variable (RV), i.e., [ll1 (n) ll2 (n) · · · JIN (n)]
represents the overall state of the system at an instant n, as
described in [17]. But for the network model considered here
the inter-nodal distance between the individual nodes of two
adjacent levels is no more distinct and fixed. Therefore, for a
random node geometry the inter-nodal distance comes out to
be random thereby making it difficult to maintain the state of
a level in the N tuple form. We, therefore, consider that if any
one of the node in a level is in a success then that level will
be in state 1, which means that the state of the system B ( n)
is equal to the number of DF nodes at (n)th instant, i.e.,
N

B (n)

=

l:)j (n).

Therefore, B forms a finite state Markov chain as the state
of (n) th level depends upon the state of previous (n - 1) th
level. The Markov chain B can be completely defined by the
union of two sets, the transient state space X and the absorbing
state {O} where,
One node is in success
Two nodes are in success

X=

(9)

N
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Fig. 2: One-hop success probability comparison between Nearlyorthogonal randomized STEC and antenna selection technique for
L = N = 2.

(8)

j=l

1
2

a_

~

All N nodes are in success

The set {0} is the absorbing state and it refers to the state
when all the nodes fails to decode the message thus terminating the message propagation. Hence, the sub-stochastic
transition probability matrix P with active states transition
probabilities for a given Markov chain will have dimensions,
N x N, removing the transitions to and from the absorbing
state. The Perron-Frobenius theorem [4] is then invoked on P
to get maximum eigenvalue p, which is the one-hop success
probability. Where, 0 < p < 1 implies that the square matrix
P is not right stochastic as the sum of row probabilities does
not equal to 1.
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we present various results pertaining to the
performance of cooperative multi-hop strip-shaped network
with random nodes geometry, employing near-orthogonal random STBC. Comparisons and analysis have been made by
considering different number of nodes per hop, N, for different
or same underlying STBC columns, L. We obtain the results
for the one-hop success probability and coverage through
Monte Carlo methods for 30,000 iterations of a symbol block
and for W = 6. In the following ,the channel coefficients

are considered independent and identically distributed (i.i.d)
having a complex Gaussian distribution, i.e., hJk)~Nc(O, 1).
In Fig. 2, the performance of near-orthogonal random STBC
is shown as compared to the antenna selection random STBC
technique. In antenna selection scheme [15], each DF node
randomly selects an STBC column by randomly generating a
unit canonical vector such that, r k E Q = { ek, k = 1, ... , L}.
The comparison is made on the basis of one-hop success
probability, p, for different values of SNR margin, "( , where
"( is the normalized SNR and it is defined as, "(=
The
path loss exponent, /3=2 is considered for all the results.
To determine the one-hop success probability, the entries of
transition probability matrix P are computed using expressions
(6)-(9) for 30,000 iterations of a message block for a single
value of 'Y· N = 2 and L = 2 is considered for the result
shown in Fig. 2. Here g (s) is the Alamouti code, i.e.,

-f1r.

where s = [ s 1 s 2 ] is the transmitted symbols block. The
trend in Fig. 2 shows that the one-hop success probability
increases with the increase in"(, where increase in"( results in
a decreased T hence, allowing more nodes to decode. Besides
that Fig. 2 also depicts that the near-orthogonal random
STBC has a better performance in terms of one-hop success
probability as compared to the antenna selection scheme for
the network model shown in Fig. 1. As for 903 success
probability, antenna selection requires a high SNR margin than
the near-orthogonal random STBC technique.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the behavior of one-hop success probability, p, for different values of N and corresponding values
of L. This implies that the underlying STBC code is selected
on the basis of node density in each hop, i.e., ¢(.A) = N.
The details regarding the rate of STBCs is given in [18]. The
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Fig. 3: One-hop success probability for cooperative multi-hop stripshaped networks for L = N .
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Fig. 6: Coverage comparison for L = 2.

Fig. 4: One-hop success probability comparison of near-orthogonal
randomized STBC for L = 2.

trend of pis same as in Fig. 2 but increasing N and L requires
higher / to achieve the same one-hop success probability.
Fig. 4 represents one-hop success probability trend, p, for
different values of nodes per hop, N, keeping L constant. Fig.
4 shows that increasing N improves the system performance
as larger values of N require lower value of / for the same
value of p. The reason behind this is that sometimes same
information is being sent out through all the N independent
channels thereby increasing the overall spatial diversity.
In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, network performance is analyzed by
evaluating coverage in terms of maximum number of hops
traversed by a message block. In Fig. 5, coverage, C, is plotted
against / for different values of N and L as considered for
Fig. 3. Whereas, Fig. 6 shows coverage for a constant L
and increasing values of N . Multiple block of symbols are
transmitted for coverage analysis from the first hop of the OLA
network to the next until the absorbing state {O} is reached.
Let £ be the hop/instant at which absorbing state occurs then,

C = £ - 1 are the number of hops that are in coverage. The

general trend in both the figures show that the coverage value
increases non-linearly with the increase in / as, the one-hop
success probability increases.
In the end overall comparison of multi-hop strip-shaped
cooperative network is summarized in Table I, where P is
the number of time slots consumed to transmit a message
block from one hop to the next, Td is the overall delay up
to cth hop, and R is the rate of the transmissions through
strip-shaped OLA network for different node densities and
underlying OSTBC columns. The table figures out the effect
of node density, N , and OSTBC on latency, Td, rate, R, and
required SNR margin, / for a fixed coverage range in terms
of number of hops, i.e., C = 6. Specifications of OSTBCs
are provided in [18]. Considering a case in which N = 4
and L = 4, an underlying OSTBC of rate 3/ 4 is used, that
transmits a block of 3 symbols in 4 time slots from one hop
to the next. Therefore, it will take 24 time slots to transmit a
block of 3 symbols to the 6th hop at a required SNR margin of
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TABLE I: Comparison for the optimal combination of L and N for

W=6
N
2
3
3
4
4

L
2
2
3
2
4

STEC
full
full
3/4
full
3/4

rate
rate
rate
rate
rate

Coverage

c
6
6
6
6
6

p
2
2
4
2
4

Td

PxC
12P
12P
24P
12P
24P

R
b/ Td
2sym/12P
2sym/12P
3sym/24P
2sym/12P
3sym/24P

"(

(dB)
15.7
13.7
12.5
12.5
10.8

10.8 dB. From Table I, it can be deduced that if an underlying
OSTBC having L orthogonal columns is selected according
to the per hop node density, N, such that L = N then,
more information symbols can be transmitted towards the far
away nodes with almost same rate and at lower SNR margin.
Whereas, for constant L and increasing values of N same
number of hops can be traversed with same rate and lower
SNR margin, "f, which is still greater than the one in which L
is increased correspondingly. Hence, optimal near-orthogonal
randomized STBC for strip-shaped OLA network requires L
to be equal to N.
VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed a way to construct near-orthogonal
channels by preserving the opportunistic nature of OLA network. Directional statistical techniques are utilized for the
generation of random independent near-orthogonal column
vectors at the DF nodes. Transmissions are modeled using
Markov chain that eventually end up in an absorbing state
thereby making it a quasi-stationary Markov chain. Techniques
that are proposed previously are compared on the basis of onehop success probability. Coverage analysis is being presented
while taking in account the overall rate and latency, the system
will undergo. In future, this work can be extended by exploring
more advance concepts of directional statistics in the light of
quaternions and Clifford variables that may further improves
the network performance.
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